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Abstract

Introduction. The objective of the research was to assess the level of physical development and motor skills of six-year-old children from the Lublin voivodeship against the Polish population. Material and methods. The study included 2144 children, 997 girls and 1134 boys. To assess the level of physical fitness, selected, exercises from the EUROFIT test were used. In addition, children’s ability to demonstrate simple motor skills during physical play and games was also assessed. The assessment involved: throwing a bag with the right hand, throwing a ball with both hands, gripping a bag with the right hand, kicking a ball with the right foot, jumping on the right leg and jumping with both feet. In addition, coordination during the exercises was evaluated. For measurement purposes, a four-point scale was used. The reference point was children from a nationwide sample. The results were statistically analyzed using the Student T-test and the nonparametric chi-square test. Results. Children from the Lublin region differ significantly in their level of physical fitness from children of the same age throughout Poland (p<0.001). They achieved significantly lower results in tests assessing the strength of their arms, abdominal muscles and, the explosive strength of their lower limbs and in two tests evaluating speed (running speed: p<0.001, hand movement speed: p<0.001). Only in the test of their sense of balance, did both sexes, obtain significantly better results (p<0.001). In addition, in the opinion of physical education teachers, children in the Lublin region exhibited significantly lower levels of skill when performing motor tasks. Conclusions. The results suggest that the motor potential of preschool children is being neglected, which seems to be indirectly caused by different factors in the external environment.
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Introduction

Preschoolers participate actively in the daily exercises that form a part of preschool education and establish contact with their peers on a basis that involves integrating various developmental spheres, including psychological, social, physical and motor-skill development. The mutual integration of these spheres enables children to receive and process stimuli in a coordinated, planned and deliberate manner. It also enables them to acquire and perfect practical skills connected with play and various athletic forms. Possessing an adequate range of and high potential for motor skills also allows children to quickly establish contact with their peers and to participate more fully in organized exercises and in spontaneous play in peer groups [1].

Motor skills and coordination are an absolutely essential part of a child’s skill set, especially in critical situations, such as when changing schools (transition from preschool to school) or beginning one-year preparations for school-based education in early education situations and when being brought up at home. These skills are especially important given that the process by which a six-year-old adjusts to new conditions depends on how much the child is capable of. Children with lower coordination potential and a smaller set of motor skills will take longer to adapt to school requirements and to adjust to their peer group [2]. On the other hand, excessive mobility coupled with a lack of concentration may make it difficult for them to acquire the new skills mandated by the educational program [1].

A child’s level of physical fitness and set of motor skills also depends on the domestic, socioeconomic and cultural environment in which the child is raised [3]. However, it is clear that microeconomic and cultural indexes do not exert a direct influence on a child’s motor-skill development level. According to Bielicki and Waliszko [4], their influence is based on the fact that the abovementioned social situations are most frequently accompanied by differences in the living environment that are important for the development of motor skills. These include: hygiene level, food quality, manner of spending free time and choice of physical activity selected jointly by parents and children. It is important that the child’s family and immediate environment provide positive models of healthy behavior. Combining all of the abovementioned factors for a given area yields a picture of how a person functions in a given ecological niche [5]. Modifications in this area can also lead to changes in how an individual functions, especially for males, who are considered more ecosensitive. It can be assumed that the residential region defined by the voivodeship constitutes a unique niche in which individuals live and work under specific socioeconomic and cultural conditions. For example, if a region has a lower development rate, a higher unemployment rate and a lower level of education and household budget, this can influence parameters that characterize family life in households where children are being raised. These observations are confirmed by numerous auxological studies showing that
a rural environment and a lower education level lead not only to a lower level of physical fitness, but also to larger body mass and BMI [6, 7]. Not does this kind of environment support the development of proper attitudes towards physical culture in the broad sense, including pursuit of additional activities, proper diet and looking after one’s health [8]. However, urbanized and urban environments, by offering a broader selection of additional physical activities and a range of playgrounds and specialized sites designed to encourage children to play spontaneously, provide a higher degree of support for children and young people’s functional development than a rural environment.

These observations are borne out by the functional development levels of children from eastern voivodeships, including the Lublin voivodeship, as compared to their peers from highly industrialized regions or to a nationwide sample from all over Poland [9]. Given that Poland exhibits regional differences with regard to economic and financial options, it would seem to be important to monitor motor development, which is considered one of the basic health indexes, especially during the preschool and primary school period. A reliable diagnosis allows inequities rooted in Polish cultural, social and economic differences to be eliminated depending on the child’s place of residence during his or her school years. Consequently, the goal of the study was to assess the physical development and motor skill level of six-year-old children from the Lublin voivodeship as compared to the national population. The study assumed that the level of physical development exhibited by the study group would be below average.

Material and methods

The studies were conducted in 2006 as part of a national research program entitled “The Six-Year-Old Child About to Start School”. This program was co-financed by EU and national funds within the framework of the European Social Fund. The sample size was representative, it was based on a random selection of 10% of children born in 1999 and 2000. A stratified sampling was also used. Children were selected based on the following schema: region expressed in terms of voivodeship, type of residence (urban/rural), and type of school attended (school/preschool) during a one-year school preparatory program.

The study was conducted from March to May. Analysis of the study involved 2131 children, 997 female and 1134 male, who took a complete battery of tests intended to measure their physical fitness and motor skills. The average age was 6.3 years ($s_{x} = 0.293$). In assessing the level of physical fitness, selected tests were applied from the EUROFIT test battery. Studies were conducted of: overall equilibrium (standing on one leg), hand movement rapidity (tapping circles), abdominal strength (30 seconds of sit-ups), flexibility (seated toe-touch test), arm strength (hanging from a bar with arms straight), running speed and dexterity (shuttle run 10x5 m). The test involving hanging from a bar with arms straight was simplified, because a large percentage of the children had problems hanging from the bar with arms bent. Furthermore, children’s ability to demonstrate simple motor skills during physical play and games was also assessed. Tests were conducted on their ability to: toss a bag with their right hand, throw a ball with both hands, grasp a bag with their right hand, kick a ball with their right foot, jump up and down on their right foot, jump with both feet. Additional assessment involved measuring coordination while performing exercises. Measurements were taken on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being the best execution of an exercise and 4 meaning that the child was unable to perform the exercise. The evaluations were performed by properly trained physical education teachers (2 teachers). The competent expert opinion method was applied.

The results were subject to statistical analysis. Simple statistical characteristics were calculated. The T-Student test was applied in assessing differences in physical fitness levels between boys and girls, as well as between children from the Lublin voivodeship and a nationwide sample. In assessing ability, the nonparametric chi-square was applied. The following statistical significance levels were assumed for all characteristics: $p \leq 0.05$, $p \leq 0.01$ and $p \leq 0.001$. Table 1 indicates significance levels between groups of children from the Lublin voivodeship and a national sample, whereas test values and significance levels for both sexes are presented in the text.

Results

As stated above, the point of reference for the analyzed data is the nationwide study published in the National Report entitled “Six-Year-Olds in Poland”. Detailed comparative analysis is presented in Table 1.

Significant statistical differences between six-year-old boys and girls from the Lublin voivodeship with regard to the level of development of most of the motor skills in question were identified only in certain cases (Tab. 1).

Table 1. Characteristics of physical fitness of six-year-old children from Lublin voivodeship
They applied to: standing long jump – a test assessing the explosive force of the lower limbs (t’=7.665, p≤0.001), the seated toe-touch test – a measurement of flexibility (t’=6.007, p≤0.001), hanging with arms straight – a test assessing arm strength (t’=-3.514, p≤0.001), and standing on one leg – to determine equilibrium (t’=2.196, p≤0.05). It should be pointed out that in these fitness components, boys achieved significantly higher ratings than their female peers. Girls obtained higher ratings only in the flexibility test (Tab. 1).

Children from the Lublin region differed significantly with regard to their level of physical fitness from the national sample (p≤0.001). They obtained markedly lower scores in tests assessing arm and abdominal strength, lower leg explosive power, and in the two tests measuring speed (running speed: p≤0.001; hand-movement speed: p≤0.001). Only in the test assessing their sense of balance did both boys and girls achieve significantly higher scores (p≤0.001). Moreover, in the opinion of physical education teachers, children from the Lublin region exhibited significantly lower levels for motor activities (Fig. 1-6). In comparison to children throughout Poland, they earned markedly fewer good or very good scores, and more average and below average ones (inability to perform the activity) in all of the motor tasks under evaluation. This situation was noticeable primarily for the tests involving throwing a bag with the right hand (Fig. 2), jumping with both legs (Fig. 5) and kicking a ball with the right foot (Fig. 6). In addition, it was noted that the boys exhibited a much greater difference than the girls in the frequency of highest and lowest (inability to perform) scores as compare to the national sample.

Teachers also assessed overall motor coordination exhibited in performing all of the motor tasks (Fig. 7). As in the case of the previously analyzed motor skills, children from the Lublin voivodeship were rated lower than their peers from the national sample. Differences in score frequencies primarily involved the following categories: average and very good ratings for performing motor tasks. This phenomenon primarily applied to the group of boys.
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This paper presents the level of motor development exhibited by six-year-old children as compared to that of their peers throughout Poland. It was assumed that children from the Lublin region may exhibit a lower level of fitness and motor skills. Research confirmed this hypothesis. It was observed that in all important aspects of fitness, with the exception of the sense of balance, children from the Lublin voivodeship exhibit a lower level of development advancement. Furthermore, the assessment of motor skills for six-year-old children from the Lublin voivodeship is significantly lower than that of their peers throughout Poland. Comparing and discussing the results is complicated by several factors, primarily because they involve younger, preschool-age children. For this reason, there are few reports dealing with the problem of fitness in a regional context or comparing various residential environments [10, 11, 12]. Another problem limiting the interpretative scope of the results involves the methodology used in conducting the study. In most cases, diverse tests are used to evaluate fitness, and although they may converge at a few points, it is not always possible to compare them due to the method of assessment [11]. Furthermore, assessments of child fitness do not yet take motor skills into account.

The level of physical fitness is a product of the state of advancement of somatic features, including height and body mass, as well as body fat percentage [13]. Thus, it may be said that the probable cause of a low level of fitness is a low level of physical development. Studies by Markowska [14] show that children from the Lublin voivodeship, as compared with the national sample, obtain lower measurements for height, body mass, chest line and waist line. Furthermore, six-year-old children from the Lublin voivodeship obtained significantly higher body fat measurements for skin folds from the biceps, triceps and below the shoulder blade. This is why lower average scores were obtained in tests correlated to body size, such as: arm strength, abdominal strength and explosive strength of the lower limbs. The improved sense of balance among children with a lower level of somatic development also confirms this dependency [15].

The observed tendency to achieve a lower level of physical fitness development and motor skills as compared to the national sample may also be conditioned by the socioeconomic conditions (SES) of families living in the Lublin voivodeship. The profile of the socioeconomic conditions noted during the children's developmental years could be based on the macro- and microregion. One of these is the GDP per capita. Data from the Central Statistical Office indicates that from 2000 to 2006 the Lublin voivodeship had the lowest GDP [16]. Furthermore, other statistical sources also confirmed low earnings as compared to the national average [17]. It should be emphasized that in the Lublin voivodeship, as in other Eastern voivodeships, agriculture, food processing and rural areas comprised a relatively large share of the demographic, social and economic structure in comparison with other Polish regions [16]. During the period in question, the percentage of people residing in rural areas was 53.3% in the Lublin voivodeship, whereas the percentage was markedly lower in wealthier voivodeships in central Poland (around 33-39%). The percentage of people working in agriculture was also relatively high in the Lublin region (38.1%) [17]. In supplementing the analysis with socioeconomic data on the families of the test subjects, it can also be concluded that the six-year-olds came from low-income households (2142.62 PLN declared net income) as compared with regions in central Poland (e.g. the declared income in the Masovian voivodeship was on average 200 PLN higher). Only 15% of the subjects’ parents claimed that their income for the preceding month had been high, while in
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the Masovian voivodeship up to 20% of respondents voiced a positive opinion regarding their earnings. Disproportionately negative results were also obtained in connection with the father's declared level of education. Only 13.1% of fathers claimed to possess a university education, as opposed to 16% in wealthier areas. It should be emphasized that the mothers of test subjects more frequently claimed to have a college education than the fathers, and the percentage was comparable to other regions (20.5%). With regard to unemployment in the children's families, 6.3% of fathers and as many as 15.3% of mothers claimed to be unemployed, whereas in wealthier voivodeships this percentage was around 2 percentage points lower. The above analysis indicates that the socioeconomic structure of the families may have been responsible for creating the household environmental conditions in which the six-year-olds who participated in the study were raised.

However, it should be emphasized that the results of the study aimed at distinguishing environmental influences on fitness are not unambiguous. Research by Mleczko [18] indicates that the opposite relation holds between certain aspects of fitness and the family's SES. Children raised under below-average SES (socioeconomic status) conditions obtained markedly higher scores for strength and certain aspects of coordination. However, Zaradkiewicz [19] has observed that regions with poor bio-geographical and socioeconomic conditions negatively influence the development of a child's ability to move quickly. Freitas et al. [20] have also shown that speed and aspects of physical fitness are closely connected with SES, especially in the case of girls: the higher the socioeconomic (SES) index level, the higher the speed and strength levels. Peña et al. [21] arrived at different conclusions. In their studies of Mexican children they noted that children raised in an environment with lower economic standards, i.e., a rural environment, were able to move more rapidly. In Polish national studies of children ages 7-19, significantly higher running speed results were achieved by children from regions in which socioeconomic conditions and the economic situation were the lowest [22]. However, these conclusions were put forward on the basis of normalized results calculated for all test subjects.

The majority of nationwide studies conducted in Poland also indicate higher strength ratings among children and adolescents from rural areas. These results were obtained not only for preschool-aged children [23] but also for populations of school-aged children and adolescents [22, 24]. However, bearing in mind the economic indexes of the Lublin voivodeship and the socioeconomic determinants involved in biological development discussed above, it can be concluded that this phenomenon was not confirmed by the study of six-year-olds. Similar conclusions also hold for children in Mexico, where the urban rather than the rural environment was more supportive of the development of strength-related skills, even once the role of age and somatic parameters had been discounted [21].

Some studies indicate a significant correlation between the place of residence and the level of flexibility. In studies of Polish and Turkish children it has been noted that children from rural areas score higher in flexibility [22, 24, 25, 26]. However, earlier studies have indicated that the influence of the environment affected primarily male children, as the more ecosensitive [5]. Nevertheless, the six-year-old children examined in this study did not confirm the earlier conclusions. The majority of the studies also confirm that the better living conditions provided by urban environments exert a positive influence on equilibrium scores [24]. The opposite relation was observed in the study of 6-year-old children. Children from the Lublin region, which has a typically rural character and a low level of industrialization, scored higher in tests of their sense of balance. As mentioned above, significant correlations exist between the sense of equilibrium and height and body weight, among other things [27]. Thus, it can be concluded that lower body height parameters for both sexes and lower body mass parameters and higher levels of body fat among the test subjects as compared to the national sample promote an improved sense of balance [14].

The results of the studies presented here indicate that differences in levels of physical fitness continue to exist at the progressive development stage, with particular emphasis placed on the 6th year, when children begin the obligatory year of preschool preparatory education aimed at preparing them to enter the “0” class. Given the overall ethnic homogeneity of Polish society, the developmental disparities identified in this study probably have many causes. These include: differences in material status, the somewhat higher than average number of children and adults in the families, and the parents’ slightly lower level of education as compared with Poland’s wealthier regions. Another highly probable cause may be the lack of uniform access to educational institutions and forms of recreational activity, especially in rural and small-town environments. Nor should one overlook the influence of behavioral models presented by older family members, including siblings and parents, with regard to participation in physical culture. Relationships with grandparents are probably just as important, since family situations and other conditions require that grandparents take a leading role in helping raise and educate children, in shaping and determining their eating habits and in ensuring they are given adequate opportunities for daily physical activity. Constantly observing and imitating older people during a child’s formative years goes a long way towards helping the child take full advantage of his or her motor potential and avoid becoming overweight or obese. This is another reason why it is important for older members of the family to initiate various forms of physical play, especially those that require developing precision, speed and various aspects of coordination. If the family provides a child with inappropriate models of physical activity and fails to draw their attention to the importance of dividing their time properly between inactive and active forms of play and recreation, it is highly likely that the child will develop motor potential that is inadequate to their needs and possibilities.

Conclusions

The disparities presented in this paper with regard to levels of physical fitness and scores on tests involving simple movements concern a relatively young group of children. It may be concluded that these disparities could become more marked at later stages of development. This is why it is important that children be encouraged from an early age to engage frequently in play and other forms of activity involving varying levels of physical movement, with particular emphasis on those forms involving moderate and intense expenditure of energy. Furthermore, it is equally important that they limit inactive forms of recreation, such as watching television or spending time on the computer or Internet. This will lead to the creation of conditions that constitute a basis for optimal development of physical fitness and motor skills. Preventative measures aimed at avoiding conditions connected with digestive disorders, including excess weight and obesity, are also important.
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